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Background

● DSL (Groovy extension) and workflow engine.

● Fast prototyping - simpler to put together tasks and use existing scripts

● Supported for various batch schedulers (SGE, LSF, PBS, SLURM). Also 
support for AWS batch, GCP and Kubernetes. 

● Ideal for high throughput problems. Split by sample, chromosome, position, 
iterate over a range of variables.

● Singularity and docker support.

● Job walltime, memory and core requirements can be specified.

● Good documentation and user support.

● We will use the example here to go through Nextflow features.

https://github.com/grbot/run-fastqc/tree/ilifu


Processes and channels
● A nextflow script is made by joining different processes. Processes are 

connected to each other with channels.



Operators

● Operators allows you to connect channels together or transform channels



Scripting
● The Nextflow syntax has been developed to ease the writing of computational 

pipelines.

● Nextflow can execute any piece of Groovy code or use any library for the JVM 
platform.

x = 1
println x

x = new 
java.util.Date()
println x

x = -3.1499392
println x

x = false
println x

x = "Hi"
println x

myList = [1776, -1, 33, 99, 0,  

928734928763]

println myList[0]

println myList.size()

scores = [ "Brett":100, "Pete":"Did  

not finish", "Andrew":86.87934 ]

println scores["Pete"]

println scores.Pete

scores["Pete"] = 3

scores["Cedric"] = 120

square = { it * it }

println square(9)

81

[ 1, 2, 3, 4 

].collect(square)

[ 1, 4, 9, 16 ]

● Conditional 
execution

● Regular 
expression

● File I/O

Variables Lists

Maps

Closure



Configuration

● Pipeline configuration properties are defined in the nextflow.config file



Reporting

● Execution report (-with-report) - HTML report with total number of jobs and 
their individual and summary reports for memory, CPU, I/O usage and 
execution times.

● Trace report (-with-trace) - TSV file with individual job reports on memory, 
CPU, I/O usage and execution time.

● Timeline report (-with-timeline) - HTML timeline for all jobs executed in the 
pipeline.

● DAG visualisation (-with-dag) - DAG representation of the workflow.

● Nextflow Tower - Real time visualisation of workflow progress and resource 
usage.



Caching and resuming

● The caching feature generates a unique key by indexing the process script and 
inputs. This key is used identify unique outputs produced by the process 
execution.

● With the -resume option a workflow execution can be continued from where it 
got interrupted.



Nextflow setup on Ilifu

● Nextflow and Java path

# Path exports
export 
PATH=$PATH:/ceph/cbio/soft/jdk-11.0.2/bin:/ceph/cbio/soft/nextflow/

# Environmental variable exports
export JAVA_CMD=/ceph/cbio/soft/jdk-11.0.2/bin/java
export JAVA_HOME=/ceph/cbio/soft/jdk-11.0.2

● Run as interactive node, test memory

srun --nodes=1 --ntasks=1 --mem=48g --pty bash

● Use /scratch as far as possible for the working directory

● Limit workflow to 100 jobs in the queue and a submission rate of 10 jobs per 
minute 

  
  queueSize = 100
    submitRateLimit = '10 min' // submit 10 jobs per minute



Example - Run



Example - Output



Example - Reports



Extra features

● scratch directive allows you to process the working directory on a tmp 
directory that is local to the node. When the ramdisk string is provided to 
scratch the local memory of the execution node will be used as scratch 
space.

● DSL v2 allows for modularisation



Documentation

● Latest documentation: https://www.nextflow.io/docs/latest/index.html

● Working examples: https://github.com/nextflow-io/awesome-nextflow

● Workflows for standard protocols: https://github.com/nf-core

● Recurrent implementation patterns used in Nextflow applications: 
https://nextflow-io.github.io/patterns/index.html

https://www.nextflow.io/docs/latest/index.html
https://github.com/nextflow-io/awesome-nextflow
https://github.com/nf-core
https://nextflow-io.github.io/patterns/index.html

